SHEPTON MALLET

LANTERN FESTIVAL
www.sheptonlanternfestival.org.uk
MAKING MORE SHAPES
You can construct any shape lantern you like - in this guide we'll introduce you to
some more shapes, which you can adapt, combine and build upon.
If you haven't made a lantern before please refer to our introductory guide, which
explains all the techniques needed to build a pyramid lantern and many more.

STARS
5-Pointed Star
Cut five withies to the same size and arrange into a star.

Tape the points of the star together, and tape the joints where
the withies cross - if the withies are bending into an irregular
shape, and you don't like it, you may need to adjust some of
these joints as you go, until you are happy with your star.
Repeat with another five withies of the same length - try and
match your second star as closely as you can to your first one.
You can join your two stars together to make a three
dimensional one, either with simple struts between
matching joints on each star...

...or with small withy hoops taped to the middle of each
side of the central pentagon to make a more robust and
springy star.
Don't forget to put your battery powered LED lights inside
before you completely paper over your star.
Decorate your star with coloured tissue, marker pens, or
cut out silhouettes - whatever takes your fancy.
Attach a loop of wire from one tip to hang it from a
bamboo cane.

6-Pointed Star
Cut twelve withies to the same size. Take three and arrange into a
triangle, then tape their points together.
Repeat until you have four matching triangles.
Lay one triangle upside down on top of another to create your first
star, and tape up the joints where the withies cross over each
other.
Repeat this with your other two triangles. Now you have two
six-point stars and you can join them together with six
simple struts or hoops, as with the 5-pointed one before.

SPHERE
Use spheres to make heads (see below), suns, moons, anything round!

Make four withy circles the same size.
Line three up into a rough globe shape, and tape together at the
top and bottom where they cross over each other at the 'poles'.
Turn the fourth circle on its side and pull over the middle, like the equator
and tape every joint. Make smaller circles to go over the top and bottom.

FIGURE
This can be adapted to make angels, ghosts and nativity figures
a.

b.

c.

d.

For the body
a) make a hoop base out of a thick withy
b) bend a long withy into a U shape and tape each end either side of the hoop
c) repeat with two more U shapes, spacing them out evenly around the hoop
d) Attach more hoops, spaced up the U shape body, to add strength
Make a sphere for the head and attach
it to the body.
Add arms, wings, features, hats etc.
Attach a bamboo cane up the centre.
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